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Abstract 
Zhou, Z., Semisimple rings of quotients in Morita contexts, Journal of Pure and Applied 
Algebra 92 ( 1994) 203-2 12. 
Let (R, R Us, s VR, S) be a Morita context with the trace ideals I in R and J in S, r a Gabriel 
topology containing I on R-Mod, and 7’ the corresponding Gabriel topology containing J 
on S-Mod. Necessary and sufficient conditions on 7 and R U are given in order that the ring 
of quotients 3 of S with respect to 7’ be semisimple artinian, simple artinian or a division 
ring respectively. Special cases include earlier works. 
1. Introduction 
It is well known that if two rings R and S are Morita equivalent, then 
many important ring-theoretical properties of one can be transferred to the 
other one, for example, being semisimple or simple (in this article, we al- 
ways mean semisimple artinian or simple artinian respectively) [ 1, Corollaries 
21.9 and 2 1.121. There is also a lattice isomorphism between the Gabriel 
topologies on R-Mod and those on S-Mod, and the rings of quotients with 
respect to a pair of corresponding Gabriel topologies are also Morita equivalent 
[9, Proposition X.3.1 1. That means that R is semisimple (simple) if and only 
if S is. 
More generally, Leu and Hutchinson [ 61, and KaSu [ 41 proved that for any 
context (R, R U,, SVR, S) with the trace ideals Z in R and J in S, there is a lattice 
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isomorphism between the lattice G (R ) of all Gabriel topologies containing Z on 
R-Mod, and the lattice G(S) of all Gabriel topologies containing J on S-Mod. 
(From now on, whenever we talk about r or r’, unless otherwise specified, we 
always mean that T E G(R), r’ E G(S) being the corresponding one, denoted 
by (r,r’) E (G(R),G(S)), and that ^ is the quotient functor on R-Mod or 
S-Mod with respect to r and r’.) Also in [ 61, under the assumption that the 
context is nondegenerate, sufficient conditions on R, R U and r are given so that 
S be semisimple, simple and Morita equivalent to fi [ 6, Theorem 4.11, which 
could be considered as a generalization of [ 2, Corollary 4. lo] by Cunningham, 
Rutter and Turnidge. Miiller also got a similar result [ 8, Proposition 2 1 ] where 
the nondegeneracy is even stronger than that above. 
Also under the assumption that the context is nondegenerate, Hutchinson 
and Zelmanowitz gave necessary and sufficient conditions in terms of U and 
R for S to have a semisimple maximal left quotient ring [ 3, Theorem 5 1. If, 
in addition, U is r-free, Leu gave a necessary and sufficient condition so that 
S is a division ring [ 5, Theorem 111. 
In this paper, we investigate an arbitrary Morita context, and give necessary 
and sufficient conditions in terms of U, R and r so that S be semisimple, simple 
or a division ring respectively. It is also shown that Leu and Hutchinson’s work 
[6, Theorem 4.11 and Leu’s work [ 5, Theorem 111 are special cases of our 
result. Hutchinson and Zelmanowitz’s work could be also considered as a 
special case of our work although their result is more precise due to the 
stronger assumption on the context. In doing so we employ the corresponding 
necessary and sufficient conditions on an arbitrary Gabriel topology of a ring 
R so that the ring of quotients fi be semisimple, simple or a division ring from 
[lo] and introduce some “bridges” to transfer these conditions from one ring 
to the other in a Morita context. 
2. Preliminaries 
We now collect some necessary facts about Gabriel topologies and torsion 
theories. For more details, the reader is referred to [ 9, Chapters VI and IX]. 
Throughout this paper, R and S are associative rings with identity, R-Mod 
and S-Mod denote respectively the categories of unital left R- and left S- 
modules. Modules, unless otherwise specified, are consistently left modules. 
Definition 2.1. A Morita context (R, RU S, s VR, S) consists of two rings R and 
S, two bimodules R U, and ,s v~, and two bimodule homomorphisms (-, -) : 
UC& V --) R and [-,-I : V 8.R U -+ S satisfying u[‘u,u’] = (u,w)u’ and 
u(u,u’) = [v, u]‘u’ for all U,U’ E U and U,U’ E V with the images being Z and 
J, respectively. Both Z and J are ideals and are called the trace ideals of the 
context. 
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Definition 2.2. A non-empty set r of left ideals of R is called a Gabriel topology 
on R-Mod ifi 
(Tl ) If B is a left ideal of R, 23 2 A E z, then B E r. 
(T2) Ifd,f?Er, thendrlBEr. 
(T3) IfdEr,rER,then (d:r)Er. 
(T4) If B is a left ideal of R, and there exists A E T such that (A : b) E T 
for every b E 13, then B E r. 
Definition 2.3. ( 1) A module M is called T-torsion if AnnR (m) E T for every 
m E M. 
(2) A module M is called z-free if AnnM(d) = 0 for every d E T. 
(3) A module M is called T-injective if Hom(R, M) + Hom(d, M) + 0 is 
exact under the canonical homomorphism for all A E r. M is z-closed if it is 
both r-free and r-injective. 
(4) A submodule K of M is called r-saturated if M/K is r-free. Sat,(M) 
denotes the set of all r-saturated submodules. 
(5) A submodule K of M is called T-dense if M/K is r-torsion. r(M) 
denotes the set of all r-dense submodules. In particular, r = T(R). 
Proposition 2.4. (1) Any module M has a largest r-torsion submodule T,(M), 
and T, (M) is the smallest member of Sat, (M). 
(2) For any submodule K of M, let ?? = {m E M 1 Am C K for some A E r}. 
This is the smallest z-saturated submodule of M containing K, K E z(K) and 
K = R if and only if K E Sat,(M). Also K1 n K2 = GII&. 
(3) For any module M, there is a z-closed module &f called the module of 
quotients of M with respect to z. More specially, R is a ring called the ring of 
quotients of R with respect o 2. Moreover, there is a ring homomorphism $ 
from R to R such that 4 (R ) E T (l? 1, where R is regarded as a left R-module via 
4. The full subcategory ,L of all z-closed modules is called the quotient category 
with respect to z, and it is equivalent to a full subcategory of R-Mod. 
(4) For any module M, Sat, (M) is a complete modular lattice with K1 V K2 = 
K1 + K2, K1 A K2 = K1 n K2, for all Kl,Kz E Sat,(M). 
(5) A T-dense submodule K of a T-free module M is essential in M. 0 
3. Rings of quotients 
Let r be an arbitrary Gabriel topology on R-Mod. A set H of submodules 
of a module M will be called cofinally finite if given any M’ E H, there exists 
a finitely generated submodule M” c M’ with M” E z(M’). We introduce the 
following results from [ IO] without proofs. 
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Proposition 3.1 (cf. [ 10, Theorem 2.11). Let z be any Gabriel topology on 
R-Mod. Then the following are equivalent: 
( 1) I? is semisimple. 
(2) Sat,(R) satisfies the a.c.c. (the ascending chain condition), and z-closed 
modules are injective. IJ 
Proposition 3.2 (cf. [ 10, Proposition 2.31) . Let z be any Gabriel topology on 
R-Mod. Then T-closed modules are all injective if and only if essential submod- 
ules of any z-free module M are z-dense in M. 0 
The following are the “bridges” between these results and our results. 
Theorem 3.3 (cf. [ 11, Theorems 2.3 and 2.41 and [ 12, Theorem 2.41). Let 
(5,~‘) E (G(R), G(S) ). Then: 
( 1) Zf M is injective and z-free, then HomR (U, M) is injective and ?-free. 
(2) Zf N is injective and Y-free, then Horns ( V, N) is injective and T-free. 
(3) The functors HomR (U, -) and Horns (V, -) induce un equivalence be- 
tween ,L and TV L. 
(4) There is a lattice isomorphism between Sat,(U) and Sat,! (S). q 
Now we are able to show our main theorems. 
Theorem 3.4. Let (T, 7’) E (G (R ) , G(S) ). Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) 3 is semisimple. 
(2) Sat, (U) satis$es the a.c.c., and z-closed modules are injective modules. 
(3) Sat, ( U) satisfies the a.c.c., and essential submodules of z-free module M 
are T-dense in M. 
(4) L ( U ) is z-cofinally finite, and z-closed modules are injective, where L ( U) 
denotes the lattice of submodules of U. 
Proof. ( 1) H (2) By Proposition 3.1, 3 is semisimple if and only if Sat,! (S) 
satisfies the a.c.c. and ?-closed modules are injective, but by Theorem 3.3, this 
is equivalent to saying that Sat,(U) satisfies the a.c.c. and r-closed modules 
are injective. (2) % (3) follows directly from Proposition 3.2. (3) @ (4) 
follows from [9, Proposition X111.2.1 . 0 
In [ 6 1, under the following three assumptions: ( 1) the context (R, R Us, s Vk S ) 
is nondegenerate, i.e., Us is faithful and [V, u] # 0 whenever 0 # u E U, (2) 
R and R U are both r-free, (3) d ( RU ), the Goldie dimension of RU, is finite, 
it is shown that if i? is simple, then 3 is, and they are Morita equivalent; if 
I? is semisimple, then L? is; if, in addition, (4) RU is faithful, then they are 
Morita equivalent [ 6, Theorem 4.11. However, we can show, as a consequence 
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of Theorem 3.4, the same result under only the assumption that d (U/T, (U) ) 
is finite (Theorem 3.8). 
First of all we need the following lemmas. 
Lemma 3.5. For any 7 on R-Mod, the following are equivalent: 
(1) kA=I?forallAEz. 
(2) For any 1ejI ideal t? of I;), ift? E z(A), then t? = I?. 
Proof. ( 1) + (2) Since 23 E r(R), we have R/t3 is r-torsion. Therefore 
R/+-l (23) is r-torsion since it is isomorphic to an R-submodule of R/B. This 
means that 4-l (a) E r. Then we have R = &-‘(a) = &($-‘(a)) c 23 
since B is a left ideal of R and d(4-l (a)) g !3. Thus R = B. 
(2) * (1) ti(R)/6(A) g R/d-‘($(A)) = R/(-A+ T,(R)) since T,(R) is 
the kernel of 4. We have $(A) E 7(4(R)). But 4(R) E z(g); thus $(A) E 
7(k). However, AA = @(A) @(A) and so RA E T(R). By hypothesis, 
i?A= i?. 0 
Recall that a Gabriel topology r on R-Mod is said to be perfect if and only 
if the two categories ,L and R-Mod are equivalent; and this is true if and only 
if RA = R for all A E r [9, Proposition X1.3.4(g)]. 
Lemma 3.6. For any 7 on R-Mod, if I? is semisimple, then ‘5 is perfect. 
Proof. Let f3 be any left ideal of R, and a E 7(k). Then R/t3 is r-torsion. Since 
R is r-free, we have a is essential in R. However R has no proper essential 
left ideal since it is semisimple. This implies a = R. Now we apply Lemma 
3.5. 0 
Lemma 3.7. For any Gabriel topology 7 on R-Mod, and any r-free R-module 
M, d(M) = d (A8) = d (&f). Therefore, for any R-module M, d (ti) = 
d(.#) = d(M/T,(M)). 
Proof. Let C(M) denote the set of all complement submodules, i.e. essential 
closed submodules, of M, and C’(Q) that of fi. First we claim that if M is r- 
free, then C(M) c Sat,(M). In fact, if M’ E C(M), then M’/M’ is r-torsion. 
But M, and hence also M’, is r-free. Hence M’ is essential in M’, and so 
M’ = M’ and M’ E Sat, (M) as required. Secondly let Ml c M2 c . . . c M,, 
be a chain of elements in Sat, (M). Let A4; be a relative complement for M, 
in M. Since MA n M,,_l C MA fl M,, = 0, we can enlarge M,, to a relative 
complement ML_ 1 for M,,_l. Continuing in this manner, we obtain a chain 
of elements in C(M), MA C MA_, C ... C M;. If M[ = M:_,, then we have 
Mi + M,! = Mi-1 + M:_,, MinM; = Mi-1 nM;_, = 0, Mi-1 s Mi. Therefore, 
Mi-1 = Mi. This implies that the maximal length of a chain of elements in 
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Sat, (M) is the same as the maximal length of a chain of elements in C(M), 
which is exactly d (M) by [ 7, p. 52, Corollary (v) 1. on the other hand, Sat, (M) 
is lattice isomorphic to Sat, (&), therefore d(M) = d (&!I) since &l is r-free, 
also. Now if we let T be the Gabriel topology on &-Mod corresponding to r, 
then a_& is T-free, and therefore by the above argument and result d (@) is 
the maximal length of a chain of elements in Sat,(&), which is the same as 
Sat,(k) (cf. Proposition 4.2. on p. 207, and the second paragraph on p. 218 
in [9]). So we have d(M) = d(Q) = d(,ti) if A4 is r-free. Now for any 
M, M/T,(M) is r-free, and M/sn/r) = A%, the last statement follows. 0 
Now we have the following theorem: 
Theorem 3.8. Suppose that (T,z’) E (G(R),G(S)), d(U/T,(U)) < co, and l? 
is semisimple. Then A and 9 are Morita equivalent. Hence 3 is semisimple, 
and is simple if and only if l? is simple. 
Moreover, Homd ( 0, -) and Horns ( v’, - ) is a pair of functors giving an 
equivalence of A-Mod and $-Mod. 
Proof. Notice that if 3 is semisimple, then it follows easily that i? and 3 
are Morita equivalent via HomR( U, -) and Horns (V,-) from Lemma 3.6, 
Theorem 3.3 (3 ), and [ 9, Proposition X1.3.4 (a) 1, and hence h is simple if and 
only if ,!? is simple. However, by [ 9, Corollary IX. 1.10, Proposition IX. 1.111 
HomR(U,-) % Hom,(ir,-) and Homs(V,-) E Hom,(P,-) on ,L and ,IL 
respectively. So it suffices to show that 3 is semisimple. Since fi is semisimple, 
then every r-closed module is injective by Proposition 3.1. We show next 
that Sat,(U) SatiSfieS the a.c.c. Sat,(RU) is lattice isomorphic to Sat, (Rfi) 
by [9, Proposition 1X.4.31. But Sat, (~0) consists of r-closed submodules of 
Rii by [9, Proposition IX. 4.21. This is equivalent to a sublattice of all I;)- 
submodules of d 0 by Proposition 2.4 (3 ). However, d (R 0) = d ( U/T, ( U) < 
co by Lemma 3.7, and k is semisimple; so we know that ao satisfies the 
a.c.c. on submodules. It follows that Sat, (RU) satisfies the a.c.c. Then 3 is 
semisimple by Theorem 3.4. 0 
Corollary3.9. Suppose that (7,~‘) E (G(R),G(S)), and d(U/T,(U)) and 
d ( V/T, ( V ) ) are both finite. Then 2 is semisimple, or simple, if and only if 3 
is semisimple, or simple, respectively. 
Proof. By the symmetry of a Morita context and Theorem 3.8. 0 
A related result is [ 8, Proposition 2 11. 
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Theorem 3.10. Let (7, z’) E (G(R), G(S) ), and g be semisimple. Then the 
following are equivalent: 
( 1) S is simple. 
(2) 5, (U) = T,(U) fir any 71 > 7. 
(3) U = r,U for any 71 > 7, where 5, ii is the module of quotients of U with 
respect to 5 1. 
Proof. ( 1) & (2) By [ 10, Theorem 5.41, 3 is simple if and only if T,! (S) 
is a maximal torsion ideal, i.e., if 7; is any Gabriel topology on S-Mod (not 
necessarily in G(S)), and T’; (S) _> T,! (S), then TT; (S) = TTl (S). However, 
from the proof it is easy to see that it is also equivalent to that T,! (S) = TT; (S) 
for any T; _> r’ (hence r; E G(S) if 7’ E G(S). From [ 12, Theorem 2.41, there 
are lattice isomorphisms F and F-’ between Sat,(U) and Sat,, (S) for any 
(T,z’) E (G(R),G(S)), and F(T,(U)) = {s E S ) Us G T,(U)} = T,!(S), 
F-‘(T,(S)) = {u E U 1 [V,u] g T,/(S)} = T,(U). Now if ri > 7, and 
T,;(S) = T,((S), then T,(U) = F-‘(T,)(S)) = F-‘(T,;(S)) = T,,(U). 
Conversely if Yr > r’, and Tr ( U) = T,, ( U ), then T,l (S) = F ( T, ( U) ) = 
F(T,, (U)) = Tz; (S). This shows that T,!(S) = T5; (S) for any 7: 2 7’ if and 
only if T,(U) = T,, (U) for any ri > 7. 
(2) 3 (3) If T,,(U) = T,(U),zl > z, then 0 and rLo are 7- and 71- 
injective hulls of U/T, ( U ) respectively, which are both contained in E ( U/T, ( U ), 
the injective hull of U/T5 (U). Since rr > 7, we have U/T5 (U) G 0 C 
5, 0 g E (U/T, (U) ). But 0 is injective by Theorem 3.4, and hence 0 = r, 6 
(3) + (2) If rr 2 7, then the rr-torsion module T,,(U)/T,(U) can be con- 
sidered as a submodule of 0 = 5, 0, which is also ri-free. So T,, (U)/T, ( U) = 
0 and hence T,,(U) = T,(U). 0 
Combining Theorems 3.8 and 3.10, we obtain the following corollary: 
Corollary 3.11. Let (7,~‘) E (G(R),G(S)), d(U/T,(U)) < 00, and R be 
semisimple, Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) rZ is simple. 
(2) S is simple. 
(3) T7, (U) = T,(U) for any 71 2 7. 
(4) U = T, U for any z1 _> 5, where 5,U is the module of quotients of U with 
respect to 71. 0 
Next we give a necessary and sufficient condition on r and U so that 3 is a 
division ring. Let 7 be a Gabriel topology on R-Mod, and M E R-Mod. Then 
A4 is said to be r-simple if Sat,(M) = {T,(M), M}. Therefore, we have the 
following: 
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Theorem 3.12. Let (7,~‘) E (G(R),G(S)). Then S is a division ring if and 
only if U is z-simple. 
Proof. Combine our Theorem 3.3 (4) and [ 10, Theorem 5.5 1. q 
This is a significant improvement of [ 5, Theorem 111, in which it is shown 
that if the context is derived and nondegenerate, U is r-free, then S is a division 
ring if and only if U is a support of 7 on R-Mod, i.e., for any 0 # U’ C U, 
U’ E 7 ( U), which is equivalent to that U is r-simple and r-free. 
In [3, Theorem 51, Hutchinson and Zelmanowitz showed the equivalence 
of ( 1) and (2) of the next theorem. 
Theorem 3.13. Suppose the context (R, RU s,sV,,S) with the trace ideals Z and 
J is nondegenerate, 7’ is the dense topology on S-Mod, 7 is the corresponding 
Gabriel topology in G(R). Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
S has a semisimple maximal left quotient ring. 
Z(U) = 0, and d(U) < 03, where Z(U) is the singular submodule 
OfU. 
Sat,(U) satisfies the a.c.c., and z-closed modules are injective. 
Sat,(U) satisfies the a.c.c., and essential submodules of T-free module A4 
are z-dense in M. 
L ( U ) is 7-cofinally finite, and z-closed modules are injective, where L ( U) 
denotes the lattice of submodules of U. 
Proof. Since the context (R, R Us, s VR, S) is nondegenerate, then .$? is rJ-free, 
where 7~ is the smallest one in G(S). In fact, 7 J is the Gabriel topology 
determined by the trace ideal J, and an S module N is r/-free if and only 
if Jn # 0 whenever 0 # n E N. If s E SS and Js = 0, then [V, U]s = 0 
and so [V, Us] = 0. Therefore, Us = 0 and s = 0 by the nondegeneracy. 
Let 7’ be the dense topology on S-Mod, which is the largest Gabriel topology 
on S-Mod such that S is torsion free, so 7’ E G(S). Suppose that S is the 
rings of quotients of S with respect to z’, which is the maximal left quotient 
ring of S, 7 is the corresponding Gabriel topology on R-Mod, then we apply 
Theorem 3.4. 0 
Finally, we give an example to which our results can apply and the old 
cannot. Let R be the ring of matrices of the form 
x 0 
( ) Y = 
where x, y E C, the complex field, and z E [w, the real number field. Then 
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is a basic set of primitive idempotents for R, the Jacobson radical J(R) is 
0 0 ( > x Y 
and RI = Rel/J(R)el,R2 = Rez/J(R)ez = ReZ is an irredundant set of 
representatives of the simple left R-modules. Let U = RI @ R2. Consider the 
derived context from R u: (R, R US, s VR = HOIIIR ( u, R), s = EndR ( U) ), then 
it is easy to see that the trace ideal Z of U in R is 
V = HOmR(U,Z?) = HomR(U,Z) g HOmR(R2,z) 2’ R $!A! $ R, and S = 
HomR ( U, U) g C x [w. We now consider the Gabriel topology ZI determined 
by Z and the corresponding one TJ determined by J, the trace ideal in S. Since 
Z2 = I, for any module M, it is zI-torsion if and only if ZM = 0, and &? = 
HomR (I, HomR (I, M) ) (cf. [ 9, p. 2001). Also notice that ZR1 = 0, then it is 
easy to see that T,,(U) = RI # 0, d(U/T,,(U)) < co, d(V/T,,(V)) < cc and 
Z? g M3 (R). Therefore we can apply Theorem 3.8 or Corollary 3.9 to conclude 
that Z? and S are Morita equivalent, hence S is simple, and Theorem 3.10 
or Corollary 3.11 to conclude that for any z E G(R), T, ( U) = T,, ( U) and 
,o = 7, 0. Since U is clearly rr-simple, we can also directly apply Theorem 
3.12 to know that S is a division ring. In fact, J = FL! and S % [w. But the old 
results ( [ 5, Theorem 111 and [ 6, Theorem 4.11) cannot apply to this context 
since U is not rr-free. Moreover, the context is degenerate because from the 
definition of [I’, U] and the fact that RI 9 R2, [V,u] = 0 for any u E RI. 
U is not faithful either since AnnR ( U) = J(R) # 0. However, T5, (R ) = 0. 
We also point out that A is the maximal left quotient ring of R while S is not 
the maximal left quotient ring of S. 
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